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New Directions for Democratic Reform
JAMES S. FISHKIN
In this book James S. Fishkin proposes a new kind of
democracy for modern America that not only gives
citizens more power but also allows them more
opportunities to exercise this power thoughtfully.
His reform offers an innovative solution to the
problem of inadequate deliberation and involves a
national caucus in which a representative sample of
American citizens would interact directly with presi-
dential contenders in order to reflect and vote on the
issues and candidates. 172pp. £12.00
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Defense Contracting
KENNETH R. MAYER
Is the United States' defense budget really just a
huge pork barrel project? Drawing on previously
unavailable data on recent defense contracts,
Kenneth R. Mayer demolishes the myths that have
long surrounded defense politics and spending and
proves that the politics of defense spending are rela-
tively benign and that the military-industrial
complex is relatively weak. 240pp. £18.95
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DAVID R. MAYHEW
A renowned political scientist debunks the commonly
held myth that the American national government
functions effectively only when one political party
controls the presidency and Congress. Systematic-
ally analyzing the performance of every U.S.
Congress over the last 44 years, Mayhew finds that
unified as opposed to divided control makes little or
no difference in the frequency of major lawmaking
or major investigations. 192pp. £17.95
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ICHIRO MIYAKE,
BRADLEY M. RICHARDSON, and
JOJI WATANUKI
A landmark survey of the major factors that influence
voting behaviour in Japan, this book is the first
comprehensive study of the Japanese voter to be
written for English-speaking audiences. Drawing on
data from the 1950s onward, it discusses such topics
as the role of the media, the continuing importance of
cultural values, the enormous stability in voting
patterns, and the effects of the unusual Japanese
electoral system. 520pp. 21 illus. £28.50
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"A work of extraordinary intelligence and, what is
even rarer, a work of extraordinary wisdom."
— New York Times Book Review
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Electoral Systems
REIN TAAGEPERA and
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"This book marks a considerable advance in our
understanding of the complexities of electoral
systems . . . [and] will surely be studied by political
scientists for many years to come."
— Times Higher Education Supplement
310 pp. New in Paper, £10.95
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" . . . the definitive account of its subject... thanks to
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Paper,
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Notes for Contributors

1 All contributions should be sent to: The Editors. British Journal of Political Science, University
of Essex. Wivenhoe Park. Colchester. Essex CO4 3SQ. They should not be sent to the Cambridge
University Press or to the Editorial Assistant

2 Articles submitted to the Journal should in general be between 5.000 and 12,000 words (or
equivalent in tables and figures) in length. An abstract not exceeding 120 words is required.

3 Notes and Comments are welcome. A Note should contain a body of original information, a
new method for doing something or a new idea (speculation, argument, proof, etc ) presented in a
brief and unadorned form without inessential commentary Comments containing criticisms of
articles published in the Journal and additional thoughts on them will be considered for early
publication, especially if they are short say. under 1.000 words.

4 Most issues of the Journal contain a Review Article either a detailed discussion of a single
book or a review of the state of some area of the discipline Review Articles submitted without prior
consultation will be considered for publication, but in their own interest contributors would be well
advised not to prepare a Review Article specially for the Journal without first getting in touch with
the Editors

5 Contributors should note the Journal's editorial policy, which is as stated inside the front cover

6 Authors of articles and Review Articles receive twenty-five free offprints. Additional copies may
be bought if they are ordered at proof stage.

7 Submission of an article is taken to imply that it has not been previously published and is not
being considered for publication elsewhere In the interest of authors, copyright is normally
assigned to the Cambridge University Press

8 Authors should submit FOUR COPIES of their articles. Contributions must be typed and may be
reproduced in any clearly legible form The preferred size of paper is A4 (8j x I I t in), but quarto
(8 x 10 in) or the US standard size (8J x 11 in) will also be accepted. Because of postage costs,
manuscripts not accepted for publication are not normally returned to the author unless their return
is specifically requested.

9 The entire material of any article, including footnotes, quotations, appendices, etc.. should be
double spaced, with left-hand margins of at least I j in The preferred treatment of footnotes is that
they should be numbered consecutively in the text and typed double spaced all together al the end.
beginning on a fresh page.

10 Anyone who is preparing a manuscript for submission to the Journal is urged to follow the
Journal's style sheet, which covers a number of detailed points concerning footnotes, punctuation,
spelling, etc. Copies of the style sheet can be obtained from the F.ditor l-'ootnote references should
always contain, in the case of books, the name of the author as it appears on the title page, the full
title including any subtitle, the place of publication, the name of the publisher and the date of
publication, and. in the case of articles, the name of the author, the full title, the name of the journal,
the volume number, the year and the page reference (number of first and last page).

11 First proofs may be read and corrected by contributors provided that they can give the Editor
an address through which they can be reached without delay and can guarantee to return the
corrected proofs to the Editor, by air mail where appropriate, within ten days of receiving them. The
master proof will always be sent directly to the Editor by the printer; contributors will receive
duplicates

C O P Y I N G

This journal is registered with the Copyright Clearance Center. 27 Congress St., Salem. Mass.
01970 Organizations in the USA who are also registered with C C O may therefore copy material
(beyond the limits permitted by sections 107 and 108 of US copyright law) subject to payment to
C CC of the per copy fee of $05.00. This consent does not extend to multiple copying for
promotional or commercial purposes Code MX 17-1234 42 $5.1 Kl + I Hi

Claims for missing issues will be considered only if made immediately upon receipt of the
subsequent issue.
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